OnGuard
command console
You have options!

At Eaton, we know that no two office spaces are the same. So, we’ve designed the most configurable console in the industry. Our market-leading OnGuard™ command console line has been expanded to incorporate an unlimited amount of design configurations to work for any environment!

Available as a stand-alone unit, or an integrated multi-console configuration - we have the perfect solution to meet your unique needs. If you have thought about it, we have incorporated it – including multiple storage options, cable management solutions and technology integration. And, not only will it work for your needs today, it’s also built with the flexibility to scale for future needs.

The OnGuard command console is ideal for a multitude of technology-intensive environments including: public safety answering points (PSAP), emergency operation centers (EOC), network operation centers (NOC), transportation management centers, process control, security and other monitoring and surveillance applications.

Whether you are building a new facility or renovating an existing one, Eaton’s attention to detail, commitment to its customers, and world-class manufacturing ensure a superior room design.

From project inception through installation and beyond, you’ll find that Eaton not only builds quality products—we build long-term relationships.
Superior performance, less downtime

Eaton was founded on the principles of integrating people and technology. From technology specific storage devices to extensive wire and cable management and tool-less access panels, the OnGuard command consoles enable both the user and IT staff to work simultaneously without disruption to operations. Technology installation is faster and maintenance downtime is minimized. This allows operators to continue to work while technical staff easily access cables and technology.

- Custom-configurable for any office space
- Designed and manufactured in U.S. facilities by tenured craftsmen and engineers
- Durable design withstands the rigors of a 24/7/365 multi-shift environment
- Features all steel construction, heavy-duty lifts and durable finish
- Continuous lay-in cable management allows for easy access to cabling above and below the worksurface
Flexible design
Your environment is unique, and you deserve a console solution that can accommodate your exact requirements. Eaton’s newly expanded OnGuard command console line offers you the freedom to custom-configure your console exactly as you want it.

Colors
OnGuard is offered in a variety of laminate and steel color options in order to coordinate seamlessly with your office environment.

Sizes and shapes
The OnGuard console is available in corner or linear workstation options and in multiple sizes and dimensions; designed to serve as stand-alone units or integrated into a larger multi-unit configuration.

New connector options
OnGuard can be configured to incorporate multiple workstations and accommodate additional meeting spaces which can improve collaborative work and build a team atmosphere. Multiple solutions are available for conference areas, shared spaces, training stations, or additional storage.
Sit-to-stand or stationary workstation options

OnGuard is available with both electronic height-adjustable worksurfaces for sit-to-stand applications, as well as stationary worksurfaces. Our stationary console units have been designed to easily upgrade to sit-to-stand units in the future, if needed.
Under-worksurface storage options

You choose what type of storage works best for your environment. A variety of under-worksurface storage solutions for CPUs, rackmount gear, personal belongings and other equipment is available.

Right and left side storage compartments accept one of the following:

- CPU storage
- Rackmount storage
- 2-drawer storage
- 3-drawer storage

Steel or laminate base unit panels

OnGuard may be ordered with steel or laminate end and rear panels to complement the design of your work environment.

Worksurface edge options

The OnGuard command console now comes standard with our classic bullnose edge. Customers have the option to upgrade to the comfort edge option. Both offerings provide maximum end user comfort.
Technology integration options

**New Slatwall option**
Now available by popular demand – a modular extruded aluminum slatwall eases installation of FPD mounts and accepts a number of other workstation accessories.

**TechTrack**
Located in the center of the worksurface, the TechTrack is a perfect spot for monitor placement. It houses the air vents for the optional Personal Environment System, and it can accommodate connective accessories such as USB, charging ports or data jacks.

**TechCurb**
The TechCurb allows for cables to be routed continuously around the perimeter of the workstation. Cables and power are conveniently accessed right at the desktop.

**Monitor pole track**
The monitor pole track (located on the left and right sides of the worksurface), allows for monitor pole mounting based on your design. The patent-pending track facilitates optimal placement, and provides the flexibility to relocate in the future without causing damage to the worksurface.
Personal environments
The OnGuard Personal Environment System allows users to create an ideal work environment. Each operator can maintain personal settings for temperature and airflow. A central location for all controls means reduced amounts of wiring and less clutter on the desktop.

Adjustable louvers allow filtered air to be directed per the user’s preference. A forced heated air vent for legs and feet is located under the worksurface. Circulated ambient and heated air, and worksurface lift controls are operated from a full color touchscreen at the operator’s fingertips.

- Touch pad controls
- Circulated ambient air (above worksurface)
- Circulated heated air (below worksurface)

Power management
Each Eaton command console ships with two 20Amp PDUs installed into the worksurface storage, facilitating convenient power access for all worksurface technology.

Ideal comfort with the OnGuard Personal Environment System.
Innovative cable management system

Keep cables protected and easily accessible with Eaton’s state-of-the-art integrated cable management solutions.

- Innovative, patented cable lay-in feature helps organize cables neatly and safely
- Cable chain design helps manage cables safely during height adjustment
- Easy access to cable management to add, adjust or change cables above and below the worksurface
- Superior power and cable management for trouble-free service access

SIPR & NIPR separation option

Available on demand for government accounts
Ergonomics and aesthetics

In high-paced, mission-critical environments, it is important that careful attention be paid to ergonomic conditions. Workstation designs that integrate appropriate accessories maximize user comfort, safety and efficiency.

- Designed to prevent repetitive stress injuries and fatigue associated with 24/7/365 environments
- Electronic height-adjustable worksurfaces for sit-to-stand applications
- Integrated electronic lifts and flat panel display mounting solutions meet all ANSI/HFES 100-2007 Ergonomic Standards for technology intensive workstations
- Designed with comfort in mind – soft touch, personal comfort edge worksurface
- Single lift surface for user comfort provides expanded workspace
- Personal storage and filing options with fully extending drawers
- Design of unit provides optimal line of sight for the user
- Easy to adjust monitor positioning allows an infinite number of options to adjust for personal comfort and changing business needs
- Customer choice of laminate or steel end and rear panels to complement your aesthetics

Happy and comfortable employees are more productive and responsive. Set employees up for success with a console custom-tailored to meet their needs.
Eaton is a leader in the design and manufacturing of sophisticated, ergonomic workstation solutions that manage the convergence of today’s technology and the human interface with which it integrates.

- Meets ANSI HFES 100-2007
- Verified Conformity of ANSI/BIFMA X5.5 – 2008 Desk/Table Products
- Meets UL 962 Standards
- Meets CSA 22.2#68 Standards
- GREENGUARD Indoor Air Quality Certified
- ISO9001 Certified Manufacturing Facility

You put your all into designing a high-performance facility. It’s only logical that your consoles follow the same standards.
To contact an Eaton salesperson or local distributor, please visit Eaton.com/Onguard or call 800-225-7348.